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Portals of Consciousness as Sexuality by Lisa 

Dear Ascending Family, 

All events in the spiritual realms impact and directly affect the physical world. All events in the physical world reflect what 
is happening in the spiritual worlds. This is true within the body and within that which manifests as the external reality. 

In this newsletter we will be talking about sex and sexuality as Portals of Consciousness.  The goal is to educate and 
empower. As we endeavor to build our spiritual house, how do we take spiritual responsibility for our sexual energies? 
How do these Portals of Consciousness operate? How do we protect them? Before reading further, know that some 
difficult topics around sexuality will be addressed including; rape and ritual abuse, genital mutilation and pedophilia. We 
can’t make informed choices without an accurate assessment of the larger NAA game being played down here, which 
seeks to use and abuse our sexual energies. (If you encounter unfamiliar terms, please check out the ES ascension 
glossary.) 

 

In our energetic universe, Portals of Consciousness, have physical components that simultaneously interact with their 
spiritual-energetic components. The physical and the spiritual components can never be separated from each other. 
They directly impact everything we can see in creation and mostly, they impact what we cannot see with our physical 
eyes. This is why we must learn to develop our spiritual eyes (inner vision) to increase our higher sensory perception. 
When we have developed higher sensory perception, we can better discern the qualities of the spirit world. We can be 
better informed about which Portals of Consciousness we interact with. 

All of the human chakras and all of the orifices of the human body serve as Portals of Consciousness. On the path of 
expanding consciousness and increasing spiritual intelligence, we need to better understand this fact in order to protect 
our bodies. The orifices in our human body are windows to our essential spirit. When unprotected they can be used by 
negative forces. It is important to purify and protect the body in all ways that honor, strengthen and love our body, as a 
direct physical conduit of our essential spirit. One must understand the human body is a multidimensional Portal of 
Consciousness that is defined by the degree to which we interact with our spiritual-energetic qualities. If we cannot 
discern those spiritual qualities, the bodies Portals of Consciousness will remain unprotected and can be infiltrated 
with lower quality spirits. As we learn to protect our body, we begin with the 12D shielding practice, and commanding our 
personal space as a sovereign being dedicated to serving the eternal light of God. As we become aware that 
these Portals of Consciousness exist within our bodily orifices, we can direct Christ Consciousness frequencies to 
these areas of our body to protect them from being used as dark portals. 

March Equinox Portal 



 



We are moving into the cycle of the thirteenth stage of the Galactic Alchemical Law of Pisces, when the Christ 
Consciousness is descending its Diamond Sun body pattern and will begin to embody and contact a few more members 
of the human race. This is the attainment of those on the ascension path who have achieved the power of spiritualizing 
the body and know how to transmute the corruptible physical elements into the incorruptible truth spirit. As the Cosmic 
Christ Consciousness frequency descends into human beings, there is a meeting between the Cosmic Christ and the 
fallen hierarchies in the Portals of Consciousness that are located in the physical world. This is a spiritual battle 
between the Cosmic Christ Spirits descending into the earth, where a dwelling has been prepared, and having a 
confrontation with those human and earthly bodies that are possessed and used as dark portals. This meeting place 
reaches its pinnacle point on March Equinox to Easter Sunday, where several confrontations between these spiritual 
forces will commence on the earthly plane. Some will leave easily through transit portals, while others attached to the 
earth that do not want to leave will fight for territory. These spiritual forces inhabit human bodies, and it is within the 
human bodies on the earth plane that these spiritual forces battle for people’s consciousness on this earth. 

When the Cosmic Christ Portal of Consciousness is opened during this 33 day period beginning March 11th, this 
enrages the Anti-Christ forces and their minions on the earth.  They will retaliate in the form of taking advantage of this 
portal opening to possess and harass as many people as possible. As we are well aware the people primarily subjected 
to dark force manipulation that act as dark portals, are those disconnected from their spiritual source. We know their 
dark tactics!  Do not fear these forces as they are a part of the earth. The Universal Gates are open and the Cosmic 
Christ Consciousness families are on the planet, and able to support us when we align to their frequency. Stay calm, 
pray and hold the highest loving thoughts for yourself and others. It is possible we may observe some very difficult 
events in the global-scape.  Some people will leave during this open portal, taking a hierarchy of fallen entities with them. 
 This is a stage in the Ascension cycle, where these spiritual forces confront each other on the earth plane, which also 
serves as an eviction of the fallen hierarchies embedded in the earth forces of the material world. 

Religious programming in the planetary mind has intended to render people deaf, dumb and blind to higher spiritual 
truth, by spoon-feeding prescribed half-truths so that a person feels inadequate or terrified to explore deeper spiritual 
knowledge. Religious Christian programming is not the true Cosmic Christ Consciousness, and is why so few people 
even realize the Cosmic Christ is on the earth in human bodies. Why are so many people terrified of gaining deep 
spiritual knowledge and so quick to judge things they do not immediately understand as bad or evil? 

Fabrication of Violent Religions and Ritual 



 



Upon the invasion of the planet that transpired in stages since the Luciferian Rebellion, the Negative Alien Agenda was 
formed by the intruders to prepare the inhabitants of the planet to worship False Alien Gods. To enforce their Patriarchal 
domination in human culture, some False Father archetypes were hand selected by the NAA and showcased as 
Patriarchal Prophets for their violent religions. Through brainwashing methods employing militarization strategy with 
technological mind control, the predator mind and their religions were downloaded into the planetary mind. When the 
planetary mind was invaded, the collective race mind of humanity was forever changed. Over generations of religious 
programming, the truth of the NAA invasion was forgotten through the consistent consciousness wiping and recycling of 
the collective soul body of the earth. 

This allowed the NAA ideology of killing, warring, persecuting and torturing humans to run rampant on earth, and for 
humans to believe they are bound to a variety of insane “religious” rituals. Repeated rituals are emphasized in orthodox 
religion to mind control people into strict dogmatic beliefs mixed with an obsessive level of anxiety.  Mind control 
implants are used to activate anxiety in the person if the ritual, prayer or offering is not prepared to exact specifications. 
This is a form of indoctrination into their symbolism and religious interpretation. One may notice that in the religious 
zealot implant, or in Satanic Ritual, the person’s fear and anxiety feeds the vampiric entity. The entity then stimulates the 
binding to religious or ritual addiction to continue to generate energy from them. When a human mind is dogmatic, 
obsessive and ritualistic, it shuts down and loses access to free and open thinking. Eventually, fear and rigid thought 
forms fragment the mind, and this may result in bi-polar and manic symptoms, eventually generating multiple 
personalities called alters. When a mind is fragmented the body is easily possessed as a dark portal. Each of the 
multiple personalities are bound to a version of the demonic entity or a level of the hierarchy of the Fallen Angelic forces, 
which govern the alternate personality and manipulates it to siphon the person’s energy. This is one way a dark portal is 
formed in a human body. 

Most organized religions were designed to prepare for the submission to a future full-scale earth invasion by these Alien 
Gods, if and when they could replicate the human genetic code. If they could replicate genetic code and sustain life 
force, they could exist on the earth without degeneration and decay of their natural bodies. They have instituted alien 
hybridization and breeding programs to gradually genetically modify human bodies to be used as future receptacles for 
incarnating their races. In the astral abductions during sleep state, or through military cooperation in MILAB programs, 
they genetically experiment with artificial intelligence and the cyborgization of human genetics to help these extra-
dimensionals inhabit fully in a human hybrid body on the earth surface. This is similar to saying that the Fallen Angelics 
and their hierarchies that could not previously incarnate into a human body, now have an ability to do that through 
accessing Portals of Consciousness.  Some of us will notice certain human bodies with black or deadened eyes, or 
with no human energy aura. In many cases, these are dark portals for Fallen Angelic or Galactic Dark Spirit 
possessions. When the body expires, the Fallen Angelic or Galactic Spirit consciousness will leave this earthly plane 
through that human body. 



 

Humanity was largely forced to accept violent religion and brainwashing by corrupted religious authorities to prepare 
human beings to submit to these Alien False Gods. Through bullying, threats and intimidation over many generations, 



humans accepted violence and blood sacrifice as Gods will. They also accepted stupefying levels of persecution, 
degradation, and discrimination through being shamed, humiliated and beaten down, to believe they are not worthy of 
receiving spiritual knowledge or truth, and required a holy intermediary. This intermediary is the Alien False Father God 
which hijacked the direct relationship to the creative forces, elemental spirits of the earth, and interfered with the inner 
spirit of the human being. 

This is why most all spiritual knowledge on this earth is demonized as the work of Satan and manipulated 
through fear in the masses. As long as humans are terrorized by the concept of gaining knowledge and truth, they will 
continue to flee in fear from that knowledge. Knowledge is power and is why the NAA prevents it from being made 
available. As an example, they are killing school-girls and women in Muslim countries who just want the basic right to 
educate themselves or learn how to drive a car. All levels of open source information, knowledge and education in the 
global population is under direct attack on the planet. This is the NAA directing this from their top-down chain of 
command. We may think its human, but it is not. This is why we must make an effort to educate ourselves about the 
larger agendas playing out on earth at this time. 

Demonization of Earth and Symbols 

Because the intruder agenda is to control, manipulate and siphon earthly resources, elementals, and all natural forces 
on the earth, all of these forces were intentionally demonized in religion as the works of Satan. Both early Christians and 
the occult have often divided up the evil spirits under fire, water, air and earth. 



 

This is to terrorize the average person indoctrinated into organized religion to run in fear from any sign or 
symbol that represents; earth, nature, zodiac, alchemy, geometry, gender or the elements of creation. 



None of these elements are inherently evil. The intentional abuse of natural forces by fallen entities through Satanic 
Ritual is what makes them Satanic, not their inherent design. It is important to discern the difference, as these natural 
forces and components must be returned to their rightful owner, as many of these creation codes belong to the Holy 
Mother’s Cathar body. 

It is important that each of us develop high levels of discernment and not jump into fear or judgment when exposed to 
such symbols. The nature of creation includes many classes of spirits, and if we are in terror that “Satan” is going to get 
us, we will never reach the wisdom level that allows us to discover the true meaning of our relationship with God’s spirit. 
We must know who we are and what we are made from, to discover how we access our inner spiritual selves. We must 
face the darkness to get beyond its control over us. There is nothing more powerful than the inner Christ spirit, yet we 
are sharing a planet with many possessed and mind controlled people who live in alignment to feeding Satanic and 
Luciferian forces, without knowing it. Many claim to be pious and yet feed these negative forces in the name of a violent 
religion. We cannot fear this, we must accept this as an accurate assessment of the current earth climate and choose 
our true spiritual authority without wavering or self-doubt. The Cosmic Christ has returned to reclaim this earth and her 
kingdoms, to take inventory and rehabilitate it from these negative forces of spiritual abuse and tyranny. 

Satan is a Colossal Parasite 

It is true that Satanic forces have spread aggressively on the earth through the NAA’s promotion of Satanic Ritual 
Abuse, militarization and violent religions. Through this Archontic Deception Strategy they have commandeered many of 
the earthly material forces. This has happened largely because it remains hidden through deception, and humans are 
unaware that they have been allowing it to happen. This is what alien machinery is, an artificial intelligence that is 
designed to consume the energy of the earthly forces, including the life force of human beings. It is important to 
remember that Satanic and Luciferian hierarchies are nothing more than parasites. They need this creation to exist and 
they exalt themselves in their parasitism and possession of humanity and the earth. They inherently hate humans and 
desire to spread agony and misery, as they feed on human pain. As we free our mind from alien mind control and alien 
gods, we must remember this important point as a part of developing our strength and purity. As spiritually mature 
humans, we have to rise from the invaders terrorist ideology of human persecution and know that we are divine humans 
connected to eternal truth and eternal light through the God self within. 



Humanity holds the power of that truth spirit of God inside each of us. Each person must claim this truth and 
never let it go or give it up to anything or anyone. The truth spirit has the power to liberate these Fallen 
Angelics, earthly forces, and Imposter forces from their bondage to the prison wardens, the Satanist and 
Luciferian forces of the NAA. 

The earthly elements and their symbols have been demonized and abused as a part of the persecution of human 
beings, to live in terror of retribution from their false Alien Gods, who will torment them for accessing spiritual knowledge. 
This is a tactic to keep human beings terrorized to prevent them from accessing spiritual knowledge about their own 
consciousness bodies, which prevents people from expanding their consciousness. Well-meaning people start spouting 



judgments designed to self-enforce ignorance such as; this symbol is dark, this element is corrupt, this content is 
satanic. Many people have not the foggiest clue what they are actually speaking about. Some Alien God fed it into their 
ego mind to repeat verbatim, which is the alien religion script for mind control.  They are a dark portal enforcing human 
enslavement by playing the martyr or hero archetype. NAA religion wants to create as many martyrs as possible. It’s the 
mind slide that tells a human “you are not worthy to access this spiritual knowledge, you peon, so stay away from that 
spiritual information, you must submit to my tyranny of ignorance and authority without questioning.” 

We must dispel these grave inaccuracies and dispel the dark ignorance that is promoted by well meaning, yet spiritually 
uninformed or fear based egoic people. One will never assess wisdom and clarity with accuracy, until they are free of 
fear and fully committed to their spiritual truth and others spiritual truth above all else. Spiritual Truth is fearless and 
harmless. One can always speak the truth to a person who is living in truth. 

Dark Portals are Consubstantial with Fallen Angelics 

Since late 2012, the human body is more vulnerable to being used as a potential dark portal of invasion as the person 
becomes consubstantial to the collective forces of ego, represented by the Satanic or Dark Galactic layers of those 
hierarchies. Additionally, this is exacerbated from alterations in the magnetic and gravitational fields of the earth, which 
result in dissolution of certain dimensional membranes. Essentially, what used to be several separated fish tanks have 
consolidated into one vast fish tank, where all the contents are now shared and swimming together freely. This has both 
positive impacts and negative impacts to those unprepared to deal with these new forces entering their personal reality. 



 

If a person fixates on Houses of Ego and they succumb to those negative forces, they are easily possessed by that 
primary thought form. Later on, the negative thought form may progress to the level of possession, specific to the fallen 
angelic hierarchy it represents. These are the main Houses of Ego that are used as dark portal possession by these 
Fallen Angelic and Dark Galactic Hierarchies: 

• Satan /Moloch- Anger/Wrath 

• Lucifer –Pride/Entitlement 

• Leviathan – Envy/Jealousy/Covet 

• Belial/Ba’al –Liar/Corrupt 

• Mammon: greed/avarice 

• Asmoday/Baphomet: lust/addiction 



• Beelzebub: gluttony/waste 

• Baalpeor/Belphegor: laziness/discouragement 

Fallen Angelics are a part of the Imposter Spirits. They may have been either human or non-human, can comprise those 
separated from their souls, or discarnate spirits which have never inhabited a human body. Demons may be regarded as 
material corporeal beings, as they are lower spirit beings, which are not inspirited by the breath of God, and cannot exist 
in the higher celestial realms. Humans and nonhumans can conjure these earthly spirits and then become possessed by 
them and their material or negative nature, especially if they are not mentally clear and emotionally balanced. If these 
forces are not corrected, they eventually bring agony and misery to the human being. 

Humans that have not developed impulse control and cleared negative ego automaton thoughts are at higher risk. This 
can be remedied through consistent meditation, prayer and self-inquiry to remain in present time as a conscious 
observer. As extensions of the Cosmic Christ spiritual hierarchy, we hope to emphasize clearly the vulnerabilities and 
weakness that exist in adults and children so we can help to inform others, when we are asked for help. 

Stages of Risk in Human Body   

How do dark forces and fallen entities attach to or infiltrate the human body as a dark portal? 

• First, when we are reckless and careless with our body and indulge in the Houses of Ego (especially fear, guilt 
and shame) or engage with negative emotional theatrics continually, and without disciplined awareness, we 
are a Stage One Risk. 



• Second, when we are in automaton states, obsessive mental looping states, hypnogogic, trance or meditation 
states (without 12D shielding), having cellphone or technology on our body and near our head 24/7, disrupting 
our electromagnetic field, we are a Stage Two Risk. 

• Third, when we indulge in addictive states, either with drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, gluttony, hospitalizations, or 
take any psychoactive or psychotropic drugs that change brain function, we are a Stage Three Risk. 

• Fourth, when we indulge in promiscuous sexual activity, have sexual addiction, sexual shame, play seduction 
games, and use regular forms of pornography, sex clubs, and prostitutes or engage in group sex, we are a 
Stage Four Risk. 

• Fifth, is the class of deviance and sexual perversion, which is completely controlled through possessing 
entities. Behaviors such as pedophilia, sadism, bizarre sexual fetishes, or any kind of violence, where pleasure 
and pain receptors are reversed in the Soul Matrix. A person with reversed pleasure centers (receives pleasure 
from inflicting pain or violent actions) is under the control of satanic forces. 

All humans have energetic weakness on their left side, from the planetary crucifixion implants that are embedded there, 
along with related implant miasma on the left side of the body. Also, as we become more conscious of other lifetimes, we 
may become aware of injuries from those lifetimes (or this lifetime), which may show up as an auric body tear or 
energetic weakness. Most humans have an additional weakness, usually on the left side of the skull towards the front 
forehead, for these main reasons. 



 

The 6D third eye, and the 7D crown chakra are disfigured from the Indigo Ray and Violet Ray distortions along with the 
residue of 7D Axiatonal implants. Splitter technology was placed in the 6D fields to stop Indigos from activating their 
pituitary and pineal gland. (This feels and looks like a white static noise that creates confusion and scrambling in the 
brain’s ability to form cohesive thinking patterns). To heal this splitter technology, call upon the 13th Ray of Mother Arc 
and run her Aquamarine plasma frequency in your head to heal the Blue Ray and Indigo Ray distortions. 

Next, we have the issue of the planet’s true north being off center, from the 23 degree axis tilt of the earth body. The axis 
of the Earth is off 23 degrees from the natural upright vertical axis, to form a natural orbit of the earth around the sun. 
This is not the original and organic pathway for the orbit of our planet. Because our cranium is a microcosm of the 
planetary globe and brain, our true north position is off. This represents our correct crown chakra placement. This tilt is 



an open portal for moon chain lineages, through the weak magnetic field, which manifests as weakness on the left side 
of the human skull. This is another reason to protect and shield the entirety of your cranium, head and face. 

It is important to comprehend the stronger your auric field and the more awareness you have, the less exposure 
you will have to all of these vulnerabilities and risks. The goal is to focus time and attention on developing your 
spiritual body and to work your meditation tools to build energy, strengthen your energy body, and stop energy 
leakages, with directed single-mindedness. 

 

Additionally, during the times the human is in between states of consciousness is when the spiritual-energetic bodies of 
that person are in some kind of transitional state between dimensions.  These moments of energetic transition are 



windows where the aura is more easily attached to or infiltrated. Pay special attention and amplify the use your 12D 
shield, command personal space when you or loved ones are: 

• Giving birth to a child, both mother and baby 

• In the death transition, passage of the body 

• During the sexual act or in the presence of others sexual activity 

• Any injury where loss of consciousness is the result (i.e. blow to the head) 

• Group meditation or spiritual class with non-shielders (lacking experience with NAA) 

• Hospitalization, especially when drugs are administered 

• Sleeping in hotels or places you have not visited previously (hypnogogic state) 

• Involved in extreme traumatic events or compassionate witnessing to these events 

Human Orifices are Portals to Other Dimensions 

In the human body design, all orifices function as divine principles which serve as a physical conduit to its spiritual 
counterpart connected in another dimension.  In most people that are spiritually activated at the soul level, all seven 
orifices on the face are directly connected to the archetypal mind in the fifth dimension and directly connect to the throat 
chakra. This is why we will observe a predominate wave of disease patterns in the public, from the blocked throat chakra 
or 5D pattern. First, let’s review all seven orifices located on the face. 

1. Right Eye, Nasolacrimal duct (Father’s Eye, 
Rods, Cones and Optic Nerve) 

2. Left Eye, Nasolacrimal duct (Mother’s Eye, 
Rods, Cones and Optic Nerve) 

3. Right Ear, (Balance and motion, auditory/cranial 
nerve bundles) 

4. Left Ear, (Balance and motion, auditory/cranial 
nerve bundles) 

5. Right Nostril (Male-Mental Principle, Pranic-
Vital Force, Solar Principle) 

6. Left Nostril (Female –Emotional Principle, 
Lunar Force, Spirit Principle) 

7. Mouth and Tongue (Male and Female 
Principles United) 

Our eyes collect light from the surrounding environment, 
then regulate and focus it through lenses to form an 
image, converting this image into a set of electrical 
signals, and transmitting these signals to the brain 
through complex neural pathways. Our negative ego 
belief systems form filters which can become implants that 
limit what spectrum of light will form images that are 
acceptable to our eyes. This is why it is crucial to maintain 
on open and flexible mind, or the light spectrum and filters of your eyes will become incredibly limited, and thus 
subjected to control.  This means mind control through negative ego also controls your vision, what you can see, 
and what you do not see. A mind-controlled person will see much less in their vision, then a person with an open and 
free mind. 

Our hearing from our right ear corresponds to the axiatonal lines that resonate primarily with the mental planes 3D, 6D 
and 9D. Our hearing with our left hear corresponds to axiatonal lines 4D, 7D and 10D. Because of the issues of the 
astral plane, the left ear is used to broadcast from the astral plane. As a result, many astral and fallen entities send 
messages to the human nervous system mainly through this area. Our goal is to heal this area from astral manipulation 
by being aware of it. As we heal our left side and left ear, by removing alien machinery and astral intermediaries, we are 
able to receive the frequency broadcast from our Avatar Christ self. The Avatar Christ Self is formed from our original 
Lyran body and directs the carrier wave through the 10th dimension to communicate directly with our body and 
consciousness. Eventually, we want to have our body completely governed and controlled by our Christ Avatar self. 

The right nostril represents physical energy for the body and mind. Breathing through the right nostril is important for 
circulating more energy and is important in balancing metabolic processes. Breathing in through your left nostril will 
access the right feeling hemisphere of your brain. Breathing in through your right nostril, will access the left thinking 
hemisphere of your brain.  Consciously alternating your breath between either nostrils will allow you to activate and 
access your whole brain. This brings balance through both breath channels located in the right and left nostril pathway. If 
your breathing pathway through your nose is not easy, this means there is some breathwork and meditation needed to 
clear this area, both energetically and physically. Imbalance in thinking will clog your nostrils and breathing pathway. 



 



The mouth and tongue are extremely important because this orifice represents the male and female union and the 
breath pathway in the mouth connects directly to the sexual organs. The mouth represents the word as spoken by the 
logos of Creator. When the throat chakra is clear, the voice and spirit fire breath is carried in the words spoken. The 
mouth opening and the external lips are the female organ. The tongue represents the intonation of frequency of the 
words generated and represents the male organ. Toge
female, and when used correctly form inner hierogamic union. What we put in our mouth, becomes a part of our body. 
What we speak out of our mouth becomes manifested in the world. When this area is 
sexual organs functioning. 

Male and Female Principle Stars 

The Male and Female principles of creation are represented within our bodies, and the function of each gender body 
obeys that principle in the direction of electromagnetic energy and consciousness. When we expand consciousness and 
unify our energetic aspects of gender, we become androgynous or hermaphroditic. That means no matter what body we 
are in, we have a gender body that is unified in both male and female principle, which potentially manifests the Risen 
Christ-Sophianic Diamond Sun Body. 

represented in the numerology of Six (6).
elements, the sixth point of the Heavenly Staff is created. The Staff is the vertical connection to the God head, which is 
represented in the evolution of the five pointed star to the six pointed star. This is represented in the six pointed star 
geometry, which is also widely known as the Merkaba Star, or Star of David. The Star of David is taken from the term 
“House of David” referring to the Davidic dynasty th
as the namesake of the Davidic Line of Kings is actually passed down through the Mother, the Holy Spirit bloodline, and 
belongs to the Matriarchal lineage. (Perhaps the Star of David sho
mother of King David). The Female principle is represented here as the Holy Spirit descended from heaven, she 
incorporates the balanced male principle on earth within her, and animates spirit to both male a
unification. 

Thus, the six pointed Merkaba Star represents Unity 
through Energetic Balance introduced t
Female Spiritual Principle. Many occult practices have 
abused this symbol for witchcraft, and conjuring 
satanic forces. This does not mean this symbol is 
inherently dark or evil. It means the Mother Principle 
and her creative forces are being abused by selfish 
black magicians.  When her principle is reversed, as 
we are well aware, it is anti-life, anti-heaven, and forms 
the satanic belly of the beast, 666. Satanic forces are 
born out of the rape and pillage of the fallen female 
principle, misogyny and the sacrilege and defamation 
of the Holy Spirit. When humans hate the female 
principle and abuse the Mother’s spirit, we spread and 
create a variety of Satanic forces on the earth.

These are energetic principles being described and not 
fully dependent on the physical gender body, but both 
of these internal energies are present inside all human 
beings. Whether you are a man or woman, you have 
both the male principle and female principle energetic 
consciousness within you, and this is accessed by your 
knowledge of this fact. 

The Geometric Form of Five is inherently connected to the sexual organs of a male. When we take the seven facial 
orifices and unite them with male sexual orifice and dimensional portals we get the number Twelve (12). The correct 

The mouth and tongue are extremely important because this orifice represents the male and female union and the 
breath pathway in the mouth connects directly to the sexual organs. The mouth represents the word as spoken by the 

oat chakra is clear, the voice and spirit fire breath is carried in the words spoken. The 
mouth opening and the external lips are the female organ. The tongue represents the intonation of frequency of the 
words generated and represents the male organ. Together the mouth and tongue, represent the union of male and 
female, and when used correctly form inner hierogamic union. What we put in our mouth, becomes a part of our body. 
What we speak out of our mouth becomes manifested in the world. When this area is infiltrated or sick, it will impact our 

The Male and Female principles of creation are represented within our bodies, and the function of each gender body 
obeys that principle in the direction of electromagnetic energy and consciousness. When we expand consciousness and 

ts of gender, we become androgynous or hermaphroditic. That means no matter what body we 
are in, we have a gender body that is unified in both male and female principle, which potentially manifests the Risen 

 

The Male Principle and male sexual organs represent the material body of 
creation in the numerology of Five (5). When the Male body is circulating 
energy and connecting with all earthly elements, it is represented by the 
five pointed star geometry, which is known as the Pentagram. This is Man 
represented in the microcosm, symbolizing our place in the macrocosm 
and the Hermetic philosophy, as above, so below. The
visualized by Leonardo Di Vinci’s Vitruvian Man as a five pointed Star. We 
can understand why the Pentagram has been flung around as a symbol of 
fear and Satan by those uninformed to its true meaning. We cannot be 
terrified of what we are actually composed of and created from, as a part of 
our gender principle. Whether we are in a male body or female body, until 
we are activated in our true spiritual and female principle, we remain the 
symbol of a five pointed star. This is the earth human b
with heaven or the animating Holy Spirit to build the Staff.

The Female Principle and female sexual organs represent heaven, or the 
spiritual principle of creation, the unification of earth with heaven, and is 

y of Six (6).  When the female spiritual principle unites with all of the five principle earthly 
elements, the sixth point of the Heavenly Staff is created. The Staff is the vertical connection to the God head, which is 

five pointed star to the six pointed star. This is represented in the six pointed star 
geometry, which is also widely known as the Merkaba Star, or Star of David. The Star of David is taken from the term 
“House of David” referring to the Davidic dynasty that appears many times in the Bible. This is actually quite confusing, 
as the namesake of the Davidic Line of Kings is actually passed down through the Mother, the Holy Spirit bloodline, and 
belongs to the Matriarchal lineage. (Perhaps the Star of David should be renamed The Star of Nitzevet, the supposed 
mother of King David). The Female principle is represented here as the Holy Spirit descended from heaven, she 
incorporates the balanced male principle on earth within her, and animates spirit to both male and female energy to birth 

Thus, the six pointed Merkaba Star represents Unity 
through Energetic Balance introduced through the 
Female Spiritual Principle. Many occult practices have 
abused this symbol for witchcraft, and conjuring 
satanic forces. This does not mean this symbol is 
inherently dark or evil. It means the Mother Principle 

used by selfish 
When her principle is reversed, as 

heaven, and forms 
the satanic belly of the beast, 666. Satanic forces are 
born out of the rape and pillage of the fallen female 

y and the sacrilege and defamation 
of the Holy Spirit. When humans hate the female 
principle and abuse the Mother’s spirit, we spread and 
create a variety of Satanic forces on the earth. 

These are energetic principles being described and not 
t on the physical gender body, but both 

of these internal energies are present inside all human 
beings. Whether you are a man or woman, you have 
both the male principle and female principle energetic 
consciousness within you, and this is accessed by your 

The Geometric Form of Five is inherently connected to the sexual organs of a male. When we take the seven facial 
orifices and unite them with male sexual orifice and dimensional portals we get the number Twelve (12). The correct 

The mouth and tongue are extremely important because this orifice represents the male and female union and the 
breath pathway in the mouth connects directly to the sexual organs. The mouth represents the word as spoken by the 

oat chakra is clear, the voice and spirit fire breath is carried in the words spoken. The 
mouth opening and the external lips are the female organ. The tongue represents the intonation of frequency of the 

ther the mouth and tongue, represent the union of male and 
female, and when used correctly form inner hierogamic union. What we put in our mouth, becomes a part of our body. 

infiltrated or sick, it will impact our 

The Male and Female principles of creation are represented within our bodies, and the function of each gender body 
obeys that principle in the direction of electromagnetic energy and consciousness. When we expand consciousness and 

ts of gender, we become androgynous or hermaphroditic. That means no matter what body we 
are in, we have a gender body that is unified in both male and female principle, which potentially manifests the Risen 

The Male Principle and male sexual organs represent the material body of 
creation in the numerology of Five (5). When the Male body is circulating 

onnecting with all earthly elements, it is represented by the 
five pointed star geometry, which is known as the Pentagram. This is Man 
represented in the microcosm, symbolizing our place in the macrocosm 
and the Hermetic philosophy, as above, so below. The example can be 
visualized by Leonardo Di Vinci’s Vitruvian Man as a five pointed Star. We 
can understand why the Pentagram has been flung around as a symbol of 
fear and Satan by those uninformed to its true meaning. We cannot be 

ctually composed of and created from, as a part of 
our gender principle. Whether we are in a male body or female body, until 
we are activated in our true spiritual and female principle, we remain the 
symbol of a five pointed star. This is the earth human before it conjoins 
with heaven or the animating Holy Spirit to build the Staff. 

The Female Principle and female sexual organs represent heaven, or the 
spiritual principle of creation, the unification of earth with heaven, and is 

When the female spiritual principle unites with all of the five principle earthly 
elements, the sixth point of the Heavenly Staff is created. The Staff is the vertical connection to the God head, which is 

five pointed star to the six pointed star. This is represented in the six pointed star 
geometry, which is also widely known as the Merkaba Star, or Star of David. The Star of David is taken from the term 

at appears many times in the Bible. This is actually quite confusing, 
as the namesake of the Davidic Line of Kings is actually passed down through the Mother, the Holy Spirit bloodline, and 

uld be renamed The Star of Nitzevet, the supposed 
mother of King David). The Female principle is represented here as the Holy Spirit descended from heaven, she 

nd female energy to birth 

The Geometric Form of Five is inherently connected to the sexual organs of a male. When we take the seven facial 
orifices and unite them with male sexual orifice and dimensional portals we get the number Twelve (12). The correct 



pattern of the electrical spin for the Universal Male principle is 12:12. The same architecture in the planet body is the 12 
Tree Grid and when the 12:12 is projected as the first image of God as a Hu-Man (Adam), it is called the Albion. 

The Geometric Form of Six is inherently connected to the sexual organs of a female. When we take the seven facial 
orifices and unite them with female sexual orifice and dimensional portals we get the number Thirteen (13). The correct 
pattern of the electrotonal spin for the Universal Female principle is 13:13. The same architecture exists in the planetary 
core as Mother Arc. When the 13:13 is projected as the first Sound field of God from the Universal Creatrix, it descends 
the Holy Spirit and the colors created fill the Albion with a palette of colored music. This music is called the Cathar. 

When these electromagnetic patterns of Male Albion Star Code and Female Cathar Star Code unite in balance with each 
other, they create the Rod and Staff. 

Male Organs are the Earth Principle 

  

All sexual organs are orifices that function as sacred principles which serve as a physical conduit to its spiritual 
counterpart connected in another dimension.  In most people that do not take care of their sexual organs or do not view 
them as sacred vessels, the sex organs are directly connected to the 2nd dimension through the lower sacral chakra. To 
keep people unaware of their sexual organs, guilt, shame, and categorizing sex as taboo or as a casual sporting activity, 
are used to keep people ignorant of their own bodies. The 2nd dimension is the location hijacked by the fallen entities 
who attach implants to the sexual organs to drain the creative energy, and create pain or addiction through the sexual 
misery program.  When we gain consciousness, we want to redirect our sexual energies to higher dimensions, through 
our heart chakra, and eventually hand over our sexual organs to our loving Christ Avatar self.  We should set our 
spiritual goal to not engage in sexual intercourse unless we are fully loving in our heart, in full consent to the act and 
committed to another to explore monogamous relationship. The more people we have sex with, the more astral cords 
are created and our sexual organs are drained of energy, and we are exposed to more entities. Remember that sexual 
energy is potentially the highest yield of life force energy that the NAA and fallen entities can harvest from your body. It is 
critical to never engage in sexual activity with any violent or dominating person.  Do not let them have access to your 
sacred sexual centers! Let us review all five of the male sexual organs that function as a Portal of Consciousness to 
other dimensions: 

• Prostate Gland (hidden, accessed through rectum) 

• Right Testicle to Right Ureter 

• Left Testicle to Left Ureter 

• Rectum 

• Penis/urethra 

Because Male sexual organs are mostly external, they have slightly less vulnerability to energetic attack. The testicles 
and the rectum are more vulnerable in homosexual males.  Generally, in sexual possession, the male organ is used to 
take energy from where the organ has been placed, such as in a female organ or in a rectum. The perineum is an area 
where eight major meridians meet that connect into the astral layers of the soul body. When we are careless with our 
sexual organs, or in such cases as rape or sexual violence, if the person committing the rape has a conduit in the form of 
a penis, they can be hijacked to steal and siphon soul energy from the person they are abusing or having disconnected 
sexual relations with. In Satanic Ritual Abuse involving sex, a woman will use a fake penis as a conduit when being 
hijacked by satanic forces to siphon energy from her victim, as directed by the entity that has possessed her during that 
ritual. 

When sexual organs are littered with implants and negative energy, holes can be burrowed through them via the aura 
and meridian channels that can directly access the higher spiritual bodies. A negative entity prefers that because when 
they access the spiritual body from inside the sexual organs, they can yield a lot of life force energy from that person. 
The deeper they burrow into the body, the more pain, agony, addiction and misery the person will experience. In direct 
demonic possession, the area of the body infiltrated will have a deep burning sensation that is felt on the skin area or 
inside the organ itself. In SRA, children subjected to sexual abuse are tormented in this way because when the sexual 
organs are penetrated, the satanic entity can easily attach and bind to the child. The entity will continue to use that body 
throughout the person’s lifetime. 



 

Female Organs are the Spiritual Principle 

When we start to learn more about how we are made in the gender principle of creation, we can see why the female 
spiritual principle has been crucified and destroyed, and why disinformation is spread in every way possible. When the 
earth element in the male principle unifies with the spiritual force of the female principle and their gender energy is 
balanced through sacred union, heaven is united with the earth. Some women may be orientated in their mental body 
and expressing themselves as males. Some men may be orientated in the feeling body and heart and expressing 
themselves as females. Some people balance both principles. It is important to understand both are equal in value and 
both are required to be in balance in order to achieve hierogamic union, heaven on earth. Let us review all six of the 
female sexual organs that function as a Portal of Consciousness to other dimensions: 

• Cervix Opening to Uterus 

• Right Ovary 

• Left Ovary 

• Rectum 

• Vagina 

• Clitoris/Urethra 



Because Female sexual organs are mostly internal, and there is a culture of misogyny on the earth, the female organs 
have a much higher vulnerability to energetic attack from consistent sexual abuse. A woman, because her sexual organs 
are internal and her cervical opening is accessible through sexual intercourse, can incur much more damage to her 
spiritual energies. Whatever thought-forms are held in the person that enters a women’s body and accesses her cervical 
opening, will be implanted there. So if a woman has sex with a man who does not love her, is possessed by lust, 
violence or entities during sexual intercourse, those entities will transfer into her body through the cervical opening. This 
is why rape is a serious spiritual violation and hurts women in every area of their body making it very hard for them to 
heal from that event. Until the implant of the rape and offending entity is removed, the rape victim is emotionally 
paralyzed, because it is a direct soul violation. A person consistently raped or prostituted will dissociate from the act and 
find coping mechanisms, usually through addictions. 

In the NAA Violent Religions, it is the belief that genital cutting makes the sexual organs pure. Genital cutting in both 
sexes is a sexual misery and child abuse program to destroy the sacred principles that are inherently designed in the 
organs. When the genitals are cut, it damages the portal of consciousness in the sexual area, making it more prone to 
alien control to harvest the sexual energies. The main source of implantation in the genital areas created from child 
genital cutting is called Moloch. Wherever the body is cut with a scalpel, etheric and auric damage is incurred along with 
the skin and nerves. 

When a male is circumcised, the organic geometry (blueprint in the aura) in the sexual organs is damaged, which 
remove and prevent the design of the male reaching 12:12 Balance in his portals of consciousness, destroying his 
connection to the Albion body. The same happens for the female being genitally mutilated, to prevent her from reaching 
13:13 balance in her portals of consciousness, destroying her connection to the Cathar body. Our spiritual goal is to 
bring spiritual energy, energetic balance into all of our portals of consciousness. 

Genital mutilation is to disrupt and prevent sacred marriage between the genders on the earth, which is the anti-christ 
agenda.  The NAA figured out the easiest way to remove these inherent numerical geometric principles from natural 
function in the body was to damage the sexual organs and to continually abuse the sexual energies of the human being. 
This is why they start the indoctrination of sexual abuse as young as possible, to make child abuse and forms of sexual 
abuse acceptable in society. (Child brides, etc.) In more advanced stages of SRA, it is further designed to fragment the 
child to become dissociated and develop multiple personalities as a result of intentionally administering severe pain and 
abuse to the child (and adults). Please pay attention and notice that children are targets, and as we spiritually mature as 
a society, that we may seek to inform and better protect our children. Abuse and torture of women and children is the 
black plague of the human race today, and it is spread through the infection of the alien predator mind. 

The Child Target 

The children of this earth have a lot to contend with and need spiritually mature parents, teachers and counselors to help 
guide them through the incredible maze of confusion and interference that they are exposed to. The fourth strategy of 
the NAA enforcement of the Archontic Deception is Child Abuse and Child Sacrifice, with an emphasis on child sexual 
abuse. For this reason it is very important to teach your child, when age appropriate, to know their genital area is sacred 
to them, and to protect their sexual organs and sexual energy from predators. Many children grow into adults without 
parents to teach them this vital lesson. We must help our children grow to learn that no one should access their genitals 
but them, and they should be in control of every aspect of their sexuality without shame or guilt. 

Dark forces focus on the human kids or young adults with sexual issues, which promote pain and hidden misery for the 
youngster. Children that have endured sexual abuse, have sexual orientation or gender confusion, generally have an 
incredible amount of emotional pain around sexual shame and guilt. The new frequencies that are on planet are 
increasing sexual ambiguity and androgyny. Many developing teenagers may pick up signals that being gay, transsexual 
or bisexual is a perversion and they feel scared and ashamed. As humans that care about other humans, we must 
realize it is not sexual orientation that is the problem in our society, it is the disconnected, reckless and promiscuous 
sexual acts where love and caring for the other person is not the motivation for sexual intimacy. If a child is given a 
foundation for loving themselves and knowing they are worthy people deserving of love (as demonstrated from their 
parents), they will not generally seek attention or love in the guise of promiscuous and disconnected sex. Promiscuous 
and disconnected sex, without love, hurts everyone involved, and is the most harmful action one can take against the 
spirit of the body. 

Dark forces know that children and teenagers are easy targets and will try to manipulate them in a variety of ways. As a 
parent, you are a spiritual steward of your child until the age of 21, and have every right to command their space as 
protected under the natural laws you set forth from parental love and concern. As parents we have to be discerning to 
not abuse parental power by being overly protective, yet we must take steps to educate our children to gain an 
empowered stance when confronted by dark entities, sexual predators, and other children who may be used by these 
same forces. 

Unfortunately, the children of humans who practice religions that believe in animal sacrifices, black magic and engage in 
ritual, are vulnerable due to their energetic environment. When engaged in any kind of ritual sacrifice, it conjures and 
evokes a variety of low spirits that will attach to whomever is in the home or space. Many times the demonic spirit can 
attach to objects in the home and jump onto a person when they are weak or sick. People engaged in ritual worship or 
sacrifice and those near them, have broken and split auric fields due to their lack of awareness about the spirit world. 
The children of these people are at high risk for dark portal abuse. This sets the child up to grow into an adult that is 
subjected to more abusive and karmic superimposition throughout their lifetime. 

Corrupt Leaders using Sexual Scams 



Given this knowledge of the sacred nature of human sexual organs as portals of consciousness, along with the Archontic 
Deception Strategy of Sexual Misery programming, it is important to be aware of why the earth has so many corrupt 
leaders and powerful people using sexual scams. 

What is a sexual scam? A dishonest approach to manipulate sexuality with intentional use of ambiguous words and body 
language that hide the truth of the deception behind the real motivation and intended actions of the person behind it. 

The NAA and related entities are very good at exploiting people’s weakness through methods of power and corruption, 
and the first priority will be swindling people out of their sexual energies. The NAA covets humanities sexual energy and 
a lot of effort is made to set up Leaders with inherent emotional-sexual problems, so they can be exploited to take 
advantage of their group or followers. This is entirely too common in the spiritual, new age, human improvement and 
expert-guru-yoga industries. Inevitably, some hotshot with silver tongued charisma and a little knowledge becomes a 
dark portal of power and corruption and starts having sex with multiple followers, instigating group sex or starts some 
advanced sexual classes. The template is repetitive and predictable, the cookie cutter version of the Sexual 
Misery program courtesy of the NAA. We all have seen it so many times, so stay away from any person or thing that 
uses emotional manipulation, seduction, or ambiguity, makes unwanted sexual advances, and wants you to take your 
clothes off in front of them. This is not sacred or advanced sexuality. It is a method to bind your sexual organs and 
create sexual trauma, in many cases. Generally, this is a person who is abusing his or her power and who enjoys 
controlling other people, as they are being manipulated by an entity through a dark portal. When alone with a leader, in a 
classroom or workshop scenario where sexuality is the topic, be mindful of a few guidelines: 

• If it does not feel right in your gut that means it probably is not. Trust your instincts and feelings and act upon 
them to take care of yourself. 

• Power and influence corrupt people, and the first place they enforce their power over other people is generally 
though sex and emotional-sexual manipulation. 

• If a Leader or person in power starts manipulating you to test the sexual waters, do not cower or play that 
game. Put them in their place immediately, as soon as you detect the sexual probing. 

• Be honest and transparent in communications, and do not accept people that lie, deceive, cheat and 
manipulate for sex. Make them accountable by asking direct questions of their motivation. 

• Many males in the New Age say they love women and the female principle, while they size them up and to try 
to have sex with as many of them as possible. Holding women up as sexual objects is not loving them, it is 
misogyny and lust. 

• Many women fall at the feet of powerful men and fawn over them as the hero that will take care of them, while 
they manipulate through fake seduction, (Princess Code). This is a dangerous game that no one wins. 

• Do not let anyone touch or access your genitals without your full and complete consent to that action. Having 
sex with a guru will not enlighten you. Black Magicians use the sexual energies to stimulate kundalini, this is 
not true high spiritual consciousness. 

• The more people you have intercourse with, the more astral cords and their emotional debris will connect into 
your 2D body that leads into the soul body. This creates pain. Clean this up! 

There is nothing to be ashamed of that is inherently a part of our human biology or sexuality. Yet, shifting to a 
responsible perspective of advanced sacred sexuality brings love, respect and gives dignity to our sexual energies. They 
are valuable and worthy of love. We want to share this intimate part of ourselves with people that we love, people that 
are trustworthy and who respect our bodies as spiritual and divine vessels. 

Please only take what is useful for your spiritual growth and discard all the rest. Thank you for your courage and bravery 
to be a truth seeker. 

I am the Cosmic Sovereign Law Made Manifest. I am God, Sovereign, Free! 

Until next stay in the luminosity of your Avatar Christos Sophia heart path. Please be kind to yourself and each other. 
GSF! 

With a Loving heart, Lisa 

http://www.energeticsynthesis.com/index.php/resource-tools/news-shift-timelines/2573-the-portals-of-consciousness 
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